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Abstract
Myopic loss aversion (MLA) has been found to play a persistent role for investment behavior under risk. We study whether MLA is already present during adolescence. Quite surprisingly, we find no evidence of MLA in a sample of 755 adolescents. This finding is at odds with previous findings, and it might be explained by self-selection effects. In other dimensions, however, we are able to replicate stylized findings in our pool of adolescents, such that teams invest higher amounts than individuals and that women invest less than men.
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1 Introduction

Myopic loss aversion (MLA) has been put forward by Benartzi and Thaler (1995) as an explanation for the “equity premium puzzle” which refers to the evidence that the risk premium on stocks is inexplicably high compared to yields on bonds and it is unreasonable to assume that risk aversion alone can explain it (Mehra and Prescott, 1985). The concept of MLA combines loss aversion (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) and mental accounting (Kahneman and Tversky, 1984; Thaler, 1985). In the context of financial markets, loss aversion refers to an investor’s tendency to weigh losses more heavily than gains, while myopia – a mental accounting mechanism – implies focusing on short-term results rather than on the longer horizon of an investment. The combination of both, loss aversion and mental accounting, can explain at least parts of the equity premium puzzle. By now, MLA is considered as a robust behavioral pattern. The experimental evidence is impressive, starting with the seminal papers of Gneezy and Potters (1997) and Thaler et al. (1997). They have shown that subjects are willing to invest more money into a risky gamble the longer the investment horizon (the less flexible they are to change their investment decision) and the less often they receive feedback. By and large, this main result has been replicated in Barron and Erev (2003), Gneezy et al. (2003), Bellemare et al. (2005), Langer and Weber (2008), Fellner and Sutter (2009), or Charness and Gneezy (2010). Interestingly, professionals do even worse than student subject pools. Haigh and List (2005) have shown that the extent of MLA is larger for Chicago Board of Trade traders than for students, and Eriksen and Kvaløy (2010) have found the same pattern for financial advisors of a Norwegian bank.

So far, the evidence for MLA and its behavioral effects has been collected on adult samples. In this paper, we present an experiment on MLA with adolescents, aged 11 to 18 years. Studying the behavior of adolescents is motivated by a statement of Colin Camerer (2003, p.66) who notes that children are “closer to the self-interest prediction of game theory
than virtually any adult population” and hints at the fact that experience (through age) might drive actual behavior even further away from standard predictions instead of letting it converge to them. In this note, we examine whether the behavioral effects of MLA are already existent at an earlier age than has been investigated in previous studies. In addition to that, we study whether teams (of adolescents) behave significantly different from individuals with respect to investment levels and myopic loss aversion. This latter issue can serve as a robustness check of earlier results by Sutter (2007) who has shown that teams are also prone to loss aversion, but that the effect is dampened, and that teams invest higher amounts than individuals. We investigate whether these results also hold for adolescents.

Quite surprisingly, we find no evidence of MLA in our data with 755 adolescents, although their average investment levels are somewhat comparable to earlier studies. This finding is at odds with previous findings, and in the concluding section we speculate about possible explanations. Concerning the effects of team decision making, we can confirm higher investment levels for teams than for individuals, but our teams are also not prone to MLA. Women are also found to invest lower levels, which is consistent with previous findings of Charness and Gneezy (2010), for instance.

Studying dynamic effects across rounds we observe that our participants are subject to two anomalies in their investment choice. (i) A short-sighted gambler’s fallacy due to decreased investments after experiencing a win in the previous (block of) round(s). (ii) A long-sighted hot hand belief due to increased investments per win in previous rounds, thus somewhat counterbalancing the short-sighted effect of a gambler’s fallacy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the experimental design. The results are described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses our findings and their implications for the literature on MLA and concludes the paper.
2 Experimental design

Our design is based on Gneezy and Potters (1997). In each of nine rounds subjects were endowed with 100 tokens and had to decide how much of this endowment to invest in a lottery with positive expected value and two possible outcomes: (i) With a likelihood of 1/3 the participant wins the lottery, resulting in a payoff of 100+2.5X, where X denotes the invested amount, (ii) with a likelihood of 2/3 the participant loses the invested amount, i.e. she earns 100-X. At the end of the experiment, subjects received their cumulative earnings over all nine rounds.

In our 2x2-design subjects made their decisions (i) either individually or in a 2-person-team and (ii) either under the condition SHORT or LONG. 2-person-teams were randomly assigned before the start of a session, thus a team was either single sex or mixed sex. Marginal incentives were held constant across decisions made by individuals or in teams as the full amount earned across the nine rounds was paid to each team member in the case of team decision making. In condition SHORT, the amount X to be invested in the lottery had to be chosen anew in each of the nine rounds. Feedback about the outcome of the lottery and the resulting earnings was given after each round. In condition LONG, the choice of the amount X was made in rounds one, four and seven, and in each case it was implemented for three consecutive rounds. Feedback on the outcome of the lottery and on earnings was given after rounds three, six, and nine.

Tab. 1 about here

The experiment was conducted in four grammar schools, comparable to US high schools, in Innsbruck and Schwaz (25 km from Innsbruck), two cities located in the Federal State of Tyrol, Austria. The study was approved by the International Review Board of the University of Innsbruck, the Central School Administration Board of Tyrol, and the headmasters of the
participating schools gave their permission to run the experiment in school during regular school hours. Participation in the computerized experiment (Fischbacher, 2007) was voluntary, but only 5 parents opted their child out, and no single child opted out. Altogether 755 students, aged 11/12 years (grade 6) to 17/18 years (grade 12) participated (see Table 1). 370 of them were randomly assigned to the teams-condition. The instructions were explained to all students in class and questions were answered privately. In order to guarantee understanding, each participant had to go through several comprehension questions and was only allowed to continue with the experiment as soon as all questions were answered correctly. Students in grades 6 and 8 faced an exchange rate of 0.5 Euro-cents per token, while students from grades 10 and 12 were rewarded with 1 Euro-cent per token earned in the experiment. The duration of the experiment was approximately 50 minutes including a brief background questionnaire.

3 Experimental results

3.1 Overall results

First, we investigate whether investment levels are different between SHORT and LONG, which would be a standard consequence of MLA. In Figure 1 we present the average investment level per round (and the standard errors), separately for the younger group of participants (grades 6 and 8) and the older group (grades 10 and 12), for SHORT and LONG, and for individual and team decision making. Surprisingly, we do not find any significant differences in investment levels between SHORT and LONG across individuals (younger group: $p = 0.189, N = 226$; older group: $p = 0.404, N = 159$, two-sided Mann-Whitney U-tests) and teams (younger group: $p = 0.788, N = 115$; older group: $p = 0.217, N = 70$).

Fig. 1 about here
At the same time, we see from Figure 1 that teams invest on average higher amounts than individuals. This effect is robust across the condition SHORT (younger group: \( p = 0.034, N = 173 \); older group: \( p = 0.001, N = 112 \), two-sided Mann-Whitney U-tests) and LONG (younger group: \( p = 0.000, N = 168 \); older group: \( p = 0.000, N = 117 \)). We summarize as our first results:

**Result 1.** The investment levels of adolescents do not indicate myopic loss aversion. This holds true both for decisions taken individually and in teams.

**Result 2.** Investment decisions by teams are significantly higher than for individuals, both in condition SHORT and LONG.

Our non-parametric results are confirmed and expanded in a linear regression analysis (see Table 2). We regress the amounts invested in the lottery in each of the rounds (round 1 through 9 in condition SHORT; round 1, 4 and 7 in condition LONG) on the following explanatory variables: In model (1) we use a dummy for team (equal to one in a 2-person-team), a dummy for the older age group (grades 10 and 12), a dummy for the condition SHORT (equal to one in SHORT), a dummy for “mixed gender” (equal to one if the team composition is of mixed gender), a dummy for “only male” (equal to one in case of one male in individual decision making and two males in team decisions making), and (mean) age (of an individual decision maker or a team). Finally, we include interaction terms between the dummies “Team”, “Older group”, and “SHORT” as well as an interaction of “Older group” and “(mean) age” in order to see whether we can pool the data for the younger group (6th and 8th graders) and the older group (10th and 12th graders).

**Table 2 about here**
In line with our non-parametric results we do not find any significant influence of the treatment SHORT, neither in individual or team decisions nor in the younger or older age group. We therefore estimated a second model (not reported here) which excludes all control variables that include condition SHORT. A Wald test confirms that this exclusion does not significantly deteriorate the model fit ($p = 0.648$). Moreover we note in model (1) of Table 2 that the coefficients of the dummies “Mixed gender” and “Only male” are both highly significant and roughly of equal size. Hence, we test whether a simple dummy of “(at least) one male” as decision maker is sufficient for capturing all gender-related differences and observe that this is the case ($p = 0.475$, Wald test). This leads us to the simpler model (2) reported in Table 2. The results confirm our earlier finding that teams invest on average a significantly higher amount into the lottery than individuals. While teams in the younger age group invest on average 5.7 percentage points more than individuals, this effect is much more pronounced with 18.5 percentage points in the older age group.

Furthermore, we find a significant positive correlation between “(at least) one male” and the invested amount. Male individual decision makers or teams with at least one male subject invest on average 10.7 percentage points more than female individual decision makers or purely female teams.\footnote{This gender effect seems consistent with earlier findings on gender differences in risk taking (see Croson and Gneezy, 2009, or Charness and Gneezy, 2012).} Finally, significant age effects are only present in the older age group, where investments increase on average by 4.1 percentage points per year of age. We visualize these findings in Figure 2 and summarize them as follows:

**Result 3.** Male decision makers (single males or teams with at least one male subject, respectively) make on average higher investments than female decision makers.

**Result 4.** Investment levels increase with age in the older age group, while there is no age effect in lower level classes.

**Results 1 and 2** are confirmed by the linear regression analysis.
3.2 Dynamic effects: Gambler’s fallacy and hot hand belief

So far, the analysis has focused on the treatment effects as well as the effect of individual characteristics of the decision makers on overall investment levels across all rounds. Now we consider the dynamic structure of the experiment and examine how subjects react to past outcomes. For this purpose, we construct a variable called “short-sighted dependency” that indicates the outcome of the last investment and measures how subjects react to the immediate past (Clotfelter and Cook, 1993). In the SHORT treatment, the variable equals one if the investment in the previous round was successful. In treatment LONG, the variable measures the fraction of successful investments in the past three rounds (i.e., rounds 1-3, or 4-6, or 7-9), and it can be \( j/3 \), with \( j = 0, \ldots, 3 \). The variable called “long-sighted dependency” captures the cumulative number of wins over all previous rounds, measuring whether successful investments in the past induce subjects to take more risks in the present (Thaler and Johnson, 1990).

As the variables “short-sighted dependency” and “long-sighted dependency” are not available for the first round, the observations from round 1 are dropped. Hence, to assess the significance of the dynamic effects, the (non-dynamic) model 2 of Table 2 is refitted first with the reduced number of observations. This changes the coefficients of the new model somewhat (see model 1 in Table 3), but all coefficients are still very similar and all qualitative results remain the same. In model 2 of Table 3 we include the dynamic variables which significantly improves the fit of the model \( (p = 0.000, \text{ Wald-test}) \). While none of the previously discussed results changes qualitatively, it turns out that both dynamic effects are
highly significant. A win in the previous (block of) round(s) decreases the investment significantly by 11 percentage points in the following round (short-sighted gambler’s fallacy), while the investment level increases by 2.6 percentage points per win in previous rounds (long-sighted hot hand belief). We also checked whether the dynamic effects are contingent on treatment (SHORT vs. LONG, or individual vs. team decision making), gender, or age group. We found that the extent of the short- and long-sighted effects are not significantly different between SHORT and LONG ($p > 0.3$), across gender ($p > 0.4$), or across age groups ($p > 0.3$). However, the dynamic effects differ significantly with respect to individual or team decisions ($p = 0.000$). Model 3 in Table 3 reveals that there is no difference concerning the “long-sighted hot hand belief”, whereas the short-sighted gambler’s fallacy is more pronounced in teams (a reduction of investments of 19.9 percentage points after a win in the previous (block of) round(s)) as opposed to individual decision makers (reduction of 6.7 percentage points).

Figure 3 visualizes these dynamic effects and shows that the pronounced team effect is dampened in rounds following a win in a previous (block of) round(s). After experiencing a win in a previous (block of) round(s) the team effect is cancelled out in the younger age group, while in the older age group it is largely reduced.

*Figure 3 about here*

**Result 5.** Adolescents are subject to two anomalies in their lottery investment decisions. (i) A short-sighted gambler’s fallacy leads them to decrease their investments after experiencing a win in the previous (block of) round(s) while this effect is counterbalanced by (ii) a long-sighted hot hand belief which increases investments with the number of previous wins.

**Results 1 to 4** are confirmed by the dynamic linear regression analysis.
4 Discussion and conclusion

We have investigated the existence of myopic loss aversion in a sample of 755 adolescents, aged 11/12 to 17/18 years. Quite surprisingly, we have found no evidence of myopic loss aversion. As far as we can tell, this is the first paper documenting the absence of myopic loss aversion in a controlled experiment that lets subjects make risky choices either with a short or a long investment horizon, which is at odds with existing studies (see, e.g., Gneezy and Potters, 1997; Thaler et al., 1997; Barron and Erev, 2003; Gneezy et al., 2003; Bellemare et al., 2005; Haigh and List, 2005; Langer and Weber, 2008; Fellner and Sutter, 2009; Charness and Gneezy, 2010; Eriksen and Kvaløy, 2010). Our sample is different from all previous studies as we have investigated adolescents, motivated by an attempt to examine whether the behavioral anomaly of MLA also prevails in the pre-adulthood period. It seems it does not, making age one potential candidate for the different results. Yet, we consider age an unlikely candidate to explain the non-existence of MLA-effects in our sample, because the oldest age group of 17/18 year olds – where we don’t find evidence for MLA either – is very close to the age groups included in many studies with university students (like in Sutter, 2007, or Fellner and Sutter, 2009). Rather, an important feature of our sample is that it is largely unaffected by any kind of self-selection. Recall that the experiment was run during regular school hours, with no children opting out from participation. This is different from any university or college subject pool (and also any pool of professionals) with which experiments on MLA have been conducted before. While we have no proof that the issue of self-selection may explain our findings and how they relate to previous work, we consider this a likely candidate explanation that deserves future investigation. In any case, we consider our findings important to document that myopic loss aversion may not be the persistent behavioral anomaly that it has become to be considered.

While our results on myopic loss aversion stand out from the rest of the literature, it is reassuring to conclude with the observation that we have been able to replicate two other
general patterns that have been observed in experiments on myopic loss aversion. First, we have found that teams invest higher amounts than individuals, confirming earlier evidence from Sutter (2007). And, second, women have been found to invest less than men, which is consistent with earlier findings of Charness and Gneezy (2010), for instance. Hence, we are confident that our main result on (the absence of) myopic loss aversion is not driven by having chosen a subject pool that is different in behavior from all other known ones in each and every aspect, but that there is more to be learned about the persistence of myopic loss aversion in risky investments.
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Table 1: Number of subjects in different treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SHORT</th>
<th>LONG</th>
<th>SUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Younger group (grades 6 and 8, aged 11 to 14 years)</strong>&lt;sup&gt;ª&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teams&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Older group (grades 10 and 12, aged 15 to 18 years)</strong>&lt;sup&gt;§&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teams&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUM</strong></td>
<td>383</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>ª</sup>The number of 2-person teams is given by dividing the number of subjects by 2.

<sup>§</sup>Two subjects are already 15 years old

<sup>§</sup>Four subjects are already 19 years old, one is 20 years old and one is 21 years old
Table 2: OLS regression on invested amounts. Results for 570 players (i.e., individuals or teams) and for rounds 1 through 9 and rounds 1, 4 and 7 for players in the SHORT and LONG treatment, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variables</th>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Invested amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>6.045</td>
<td>5.701*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.749)</td>
<td>(3.377)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older group (grades 10 and 12)</td>
<td>-78.115**</td>
<td>-75.671**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(31.890)</td>
<td>(31.884)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.596)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed gender</td>
<td>13.010***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.451)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only male</td>
<td>10.064***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.847)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(at least) one male</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.658***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.572)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mean) age</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.395)</td>
<td>(1.396)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team*older group</td>
<td>19.912***</td>
<td>12.794**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.895)</td>
<td>(5.138)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team*SHORT</td>
<td>-1.681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.904)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older group*SHORT</td>
<td>2.520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.308)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older group*(mean) age</td>
<td>4.187**</td>
<td>4.138**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.097)</td>
<td>(2.097)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team<em>older group</em>SHORT</td>
<td>-9.529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.386)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>30.989*</td>
<td>30.184*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.871)</td>
<td>(17.808)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, 10% level; standard errors in parentheses. All inference is adjusted by using Beck and Katz (1995) panel-corrected standard errors.
Table 3: OLS regression on invested amounts. Results for 570 players (i.e., individuals or teams) and for rounds 1 through 9 and rounds 1, 4 and 7 for players in the SHORT and LONG treatment, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variables</th>
<th>Dependent variable Invested amount</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>6.885*</td>
<td>6.855*</td>
<td>10.020**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.648)</td>
<td>(3.650)</td>
<td>(4.478)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older group (grades 10 and 12)</td>
<td>-80.885**</td>
<td>-81.906**</td>
<td>-81.043**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(34.627)</td>
<td>(34.641)</td>
<td>(34.663)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(at least) one male</td>
<td>10.047***</td>
<td>9.972***</td>
<td>10.201***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.773)</td>
<td>(2.774)</td>
<td>(2.783)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mean) age</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.513)</td>
<td>(1.516)</td>
<td>(1.516)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team*older group</td>
<td>11.260**</td>
<td>11.212**</td>
<td>10.668*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.572)</td>
<td>(5.573)</td>
<td>(5.574)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older group*(mean) age</td>
<td>4.538**</td>
<td>4.628**</td>
<td>4.574**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.277)</td>
<td>(2.278)</td>
<td>(2.279)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-sighted dependency</td>
<td>-10.990***</td>
<td>-6.664***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.328)</td>
<td>(1.610)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-sighted dependency</td>
<td>2.617***</td>
<td>2.368**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.820)</td>
<td>(0.982)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.809)</td>
<td>(2.809)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team*long-sighted dependency</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.768)</td>
<td>(1.768)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>37.824*</td>
<td>38.657**</td>
<td>37.140*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, 10% level; standard errors in parentheses. All inference is adjusted by using Beck and Katz (1995) panel-corrected standard errors.
**Figure 1:** Average invested amount across treatments (averaged over all nine rounds)

Younger group includes 6th and 8th graders; older group includes 10th and 12th graders.

**Figure 2:** Predicted and observed values of the invested amount across individual/team, younger/older group and male/female (predicted values are evaluated at average observed age and observed values are averaged over observed age) (values are taken from model 2 of Table 2)

Younger group includes 6th and 8th graders; older group includes 10th and 12th graders.
Figure 3: Predicted values of the invested amount across single/team, younger/older group and different levels of “short-sighted dependency” and ”long-sighted dependency” (predicted values are evaluated at average age; for teams with (at least) one male player) (values are taken from model 3 of Table 3)
Appendix

Experimental Instructions

Procedures:

The experiments were run in October 2008 in four grammar schools in Innsbruck and Schwaz, two cities located in the Federal State of Tyrol, Austria. Each session lasted approximately 50 minutes, including the completion of a post-experimental questionnaire and the distribution of the earned money. Therefore, subjects were called one by one to a separate room to receive their payment.

Note that all sessions within a particular school were run at the same day.

In order to guarantee anonymity, we used partition walls and did not allow any kind of conversation among students. Instructions were memorized by the experimenter and orally presented in class at the beginning of each session. Periodically the instructor paused and let the subjects raise their hands for questions which were then answered privately. An English translation of orally presented instructions is presented below.

Instructions for the younger age group and treatment LONG. (We add in italics instructions for teams). Instructions for the older age group and treatment SHORT are changed accordingly.

Welcome to our game. Before we start, we will explain the rules of our game. From now on, please don’t talk to your neighbor and listen carefully. You can earn money in this game. We will give you the money in cash at the end of this lesson. How much money you will earn depends mainly on your decisions. That’s why it is important that you understand the rules of our game. Please listen carefully now. We will frequently stop during our explanation and allow you to ask questions. Therefore, please raise your hand and one of us will come to you to answer your question. (You will play this game in teams of 2 people. Each one of you may draw a card with a number from this bag. Each number is represented twice in this bag. The two persons with the same number form a team.)

Everybody ok so far? Leave time for questions and answer them privately.

The game consists of 9 rounds. In each round you receive an endowment of 100 points (per person). 10 points are equal to 5 Cents. Who can tell me how much you get for 100 points? Correct, 50 Cents. You will have to decide (together) in each of the rounds, how many points of your endowment (from 0 to 100 points (per person)) you want to invest into the following lottery.

Everybody ok so far? Leave time for questions and answer them privately.
If you invest the amount X into the lottery, then, with a probability of 1/3, you will win 2.5 times the amount that you have invested into the lottery. Your earnings consequently equal to: 100+2.5*X (per person).

With a probability of 2/3 you will lose the amount which you have invested into the lottery. Your earnings consequently equal to: 100-X (per person).

Everybody ok so far? Leave time for questions and answer them privately.

You can imagine this lottery as if we had 10 orange and 20 white balls in a bag. If we randomly pick an orange ball from this bag, then you will win 2.5 times the invested amount, if we randomly pick a white ball from this bag, then you will lose your invested amount.

Everybody ok so far? Leave time for questions and answer them privately.

At the beginning of the 1\textsuperscript{st}, 4\textsuperscript{th} and 7\textsuperscript{th} round you will have to type into the computer which amount you want to invest into the lottery in each of the following 3 rounds. The computer will then determine randomly for each of the 3 rounds separately, whether you win or lose the lottery. In each of the rounds you will win the lottery with a probability of 1/3 and you will lose the lottery with a probability of 2/3. This will then result in 3 outcomes. Thereafter, you will have to decide how much you want to invest in round 4 to 6 into the lottery and you will have to type this amount into the computer, et cetera. To calculate your payoff at the end of the game we will add your earnings over all rounds.

Everybody ok so far? Leave time for questions and answer them privately.

Please note, that you cannot invest your earnings from earlier rounds into the lottery. This means that your investment can equal to at most 100 points in each round. (You will have to decide together. It is not possible to enter 2 different amounts.)
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No myopic loss aversion in adolescents? An experimental note

Abstract
Myopic loss aversion (MLA) has been found to play a persistent role for investment behavior under risk. We study whether MLA is already present during adolescence. Quite surprisingly, we find no evidence of MLA in a sample of 755 adolescents. This finding is at odds with previous findings, and it might be explained by self-selection effects. In other dimensions, however, we are able to replicate stylized findings in our pool of adolescents, such that teams invest higher amounts than individuals and that women invest less than men.